Elvis Presley is also known as The __
He continued singing solo long after Black Sabbath
"Cuts Like A Knife" and "Summer of 69" are by Bryan __
Sammy __ famously sang "I Can't Drive 55" in 1984
The album Sweet Baby __ by James Taylor contained "Fire and Rain"
Tom __ has many hits with the Heartbreakers and as a soloist
__ has had a very successful solo career after leaving The Police
John Mellencamp also had the stage name John __ for a while
As a solo artist, he recorded "Imagine" and "Give Peace a Chance"
Ted __ is known for his intense live music and political views
Robert __ was "Addicted to Love" in 1986
This Minneapolis-born artist gave us Purple Rain
Stevie __ has had an award-winning career in spite of blindness
Neil __ wrote hits for The Monkees and starred in The Jazz Singer
Jimi __ became famous at the Monterey Pop Festival in 1967
Lenny __ recorded "American Woman" for an Austin Powers movie
"I Write The Songs," "Mandy," and "Copacabana" are by Barry __
Carlos __ has rebuilt his popularity by partnering with current artists
Bing Crosby and Frank __ both had long singing careers
"Maggie May" is considered the signature song by Rod __
Singer-songwriter and poet ______ sang "Blowin' In The Wind"
"Piano Man" was the first hit for singer, songwriter, and pianist __ __
This former Eagle went solo in the 80s with successful hits
__ has over 50 Top 40 hits like "Goodbye Yellow Brick Road"
He sings "Why Georgia," "No Such Thing," and "Daughters"
His glam rock alter ego was Ziggy Stardust
Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, and Stevie Ray Vaughan are famous __
Successful artist Bruce __ is also known as "The Boss"